
Vocabulary
humidity (hyoo MI di tee)
amount of water vapor in
the air

Using Science Words
1. If the air has __ humidity,

water vapor might form dew.
A. high
B. low
C. zero
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'Sometimes a layer of fog covers the
ground in the early morning. It becomes
impossible to see very far. Fog can form
when the humidity is high. Humidity is the
amowlt of water vapor in the air.

tl'Readlng Check

2. Humidity is the amount of __ in
the air.
a. fog
b. ground
c. water vapor

On a hot day, high humidity can make
you uncomfortable. The heat index
describes the temperature you actually
feel based on the air's humidity. Weather
forecasters often talk about the heat index.
If the heat index is high, you should drink
extra water. Some people should stay
indoors when the heat index is high.

tl'Readlng Check

3. Playing outdoor sports can be
dangerous if the heat index is
a. high'
b. low
c. zero

Humidity is an important factor in
weather. Water vapor in the air changes
to water droplets that make up clolids.
Without water vapor, there could not be
rain or other precipitation.

Water vapor in the air also affects
temperature. When water in lakes and
oceans changes to water vapor, it takes
on heat. When water vapor changes to
droplets, it gives off heat. These processes
move heat in the air from place to place.
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tl'Readlng Check

4. When liquid water changes to water
vapor, it takes in
a. oxygen
b. heat
c. water

Humidity depends on temperature.
Warm air is less dense than cool air. This
means warm air can hold more water
vapor than cool air. It also explains why
fog sometimes forms in the morning. The
air cools overnight and can't hold as much
water. The water vapor changes into the
tiny droplets that make up fog.

Relative humidity is the percentage
of water vapor in the air compared to the
maximum amount the air can hold at a
certain temperature. To understand this,
think about a glass of water. A glass filled
to the top is 100% full. A glass filled halfway
is 50% full. Air that contains as much water
vapor as possible has a relative humidity of
100%. A relative humidity of 50% means the
air contains half the amount of water vapor
it can hold.

Air is saturated if it holds as much
water as possible. At that point its relative
humidity is 1000A!. When fog forms, the air
is saturated, But remember that humidity
depends on temperature. If the temperature
rises, the air will no longer be saturated. It
can hold more water, so the fog changes
back to water vapor.

tl'Readlng Check

5. Air is __ if it holds as much water
as possible.
a. humid
b. cool
c. saturated
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B The dew point is the temperature at
which air becomes saturated and water
droplets form. Dew can form on grass
overnight because air near the ground
becomes cool. When the ail' reaches the
dew point, it cannot hold as much water
vapor. The water vapor changes to
drops of water on the grass. You can see
dew dripping from a spider web in the
photograph on the front of this card.

Word Study

tl'neadlnu Check
6. Water droplets cannot form until air

reaches its __ point.
a. dew
b. freezing
c. melting

Subjects and Predicates Each sentence below has a subject and a
predicate. The subject is who or what the sentence is about. The predicate is
what the subject is, does, or has.

The small boat I swayed in the wind.
(Subject) (Predicate)----------

Read the following sentences. If the words in bold type are the subject
of the sentence, write S. If they are the predicate, write P.

7. You can measure the amount of water in ajar.
8. High humidity can be dangerous.
9. The weather report predicted a high heat index.

10. Heat moved from the stove to the pot.
11. You use a thermometer to measure temperature.
12. Water in its gas state is water vapor.
13. The relative humidity will be near 80% today.
14. Saturated air cannot hold any more water vapor.
15. Thick fog covered the road.
16. The temperature reached the dew point.
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Standardized Test Practice
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Relative Humidity in Australia

[ndinn Ocean

Maps Maps contain a lot of information. The colored areas of
this map of Australia refer to different levels of relative humidity.
Review the map, and refer to it as you answer the q,uestions.

18. How does relative humidity change from Darwin to Melbourne?
A. increasing
B. decreasing
C. increasing then decreasing
D. decreasing then increasing

19. Which city has the lowest average relative humidity?
A. Telfer
B. Brisbane
C. Melbourne
D. Alice Springs

Tesl Tip

Multiple Choice Use the map to answer the q,uestions.

17. Generally, where is the relative humidity highest in Australia?
A. northern areas
B. coastal areas
C. central areas
D. western areas


